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We have now sufficient information that convinces us that discrete
dusty annular belts (rings) are formed around every gravitating centers
with common regularities of the distributions around these centers (see e.
g. [1, 2]). Mean distances these rings are near to
ao = βM7/9,
(1)
an = nao/2,
-15
where n – natural numbers, β=(115,78±0,11).10
m.kg-7/9 is the
integrationg constant, M – mass of attracting center [3].
A comprehensive research of Mars including its micrometeoritic
surroundings is urgent in connection with the preparation of human
mission to the Mars. According to (1) for Mars ao= aM= 381 km. The
comparison of the calculated semi-major axes an of Phobos and Deimos
orbits with their observed values aobs is shown in the table. The
Satellite
an=naM/2
aobs
n
∆a= aobs- an
Phobos
49
9341 km
9278
37
Deimos
123
23447
23459
12
differences ∆a appear not significant, if one takes into account the
instable position of Phobos through its orbital acceleration.
Middles of annular dusty belts positions can be expected leading of
with the height from the martian surface h=9.5aM - RM km (RM –
equatorial radius of Mars) and higher according to formulae (1), if there
is enough dust.
A fine structure of the rings is very possible. Its details must
contain a whole number of parts of aM radially extending belt. On the
other hand more lenthy formation than aM may be releaved. One from
this evidence may be 2/5 commensurability of the orbits of Phobos and
Deimos revealing the accuracy to within one thousandth (2.501). Here we
can take the half of semi-major axis of Phobos orbit as element of
commensurability and so can expect the displaying of structural details of
this large harmonic (mode) at the heights of 1245, 5884, 10523, 15162
kms etc.
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